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prediction (NWP) centres to improve forecast skill, with new
operational model configurations adopted every few years.
The parameterisations of diabatic processes are probably
the most frequently updated part of NWP models as they
are crucial for accurate weather predictions and contain un-
certainties in their formulation. The impact of model devel-
opments is assessed here in forecasts from theMet Office’s
weather forecast model initialised throughout theNorth At-
lanticWaveguide andDownstream Impact Experiment field
campaign period in autumn 2016. Planned model parame-
terisation developments are considered, together with an
‘inexpensive coupled’ forecast with daily updating of the
sea surface temperature and sea-ice fraction. Forecasts pro-
duced from the coupled system have, on average, indistin-
guishable skill from the control forecasts, suggesting the
benefits of coupled atmosphere-ocean NWP systems can
be small. In contrast, a reduction in forecast error (∼4%) is
identified in forecasts produced using an upgraded convec-
tion scheme. Periods of low forecast skill during the study
period are shown to be associated with the onset and de-
cay of blocking events and increased diabatic heating of air
masses reaching the upper troposphere. In forecasts of a
specific block development case that was not accurately
predicted in any of the experiments or in the operational
ensemble forecast from the Met Office, the representation
of diabatic heating in the warm conveyor belt of an up-
stream cyclone is shown tomoderate the subsequent block
development: forecasts in which the heating is stronger
generally have a more-amplified blocking ridge and ampli-
fied heating contributions from all parameterisations as di-
agnosed using diabatic tracers. Hence, we demonstrate
that plausible changes to the representation of several dif-
ferent diabatic processes inmodels can impact forecast block
development via changes within upstream cyclones.

2
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1 | INTRODUCTION4

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) centres across the globe routinely produce forecasts of the weather for the com-5

ing days, weeks and even months, with the use of highly complex numerical models of the atmosphere. The models6

generally consist of a dynamical core that is used to numerically solve the atmosphere’s equations of motion; a data7

assimilation system that ingests millions of observations into the model to produce an initial state of the atmosphere;8

a set of parameterisation schemes needed to represent processes occurring on scales smaller than those producible9

by the model; and boundary conditions for the model such as a description of roughness length, sea surface temper-10

ature (SST), soil moisture and vegetation cover. Each component of the NWP model is being constantly developed11

in an effort to improve the forecasts and new model configurations, consisting of many changes to its various parts,12

become operational every few years. The parameterisations within the model, representing processes occurring on13
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scales smaller than the grid scale, are one of the most frequently updated components of the model. They are known14

to have a large impact on forecast error (e.g. Bauer et al., 2015), and contain uncertain parameters that need to be15

tuned to correspondwith changes elsewhere in themodel. The purpose of this article is to quantify the relative impact16

of several operational improvements to parameterisations that affect diabatic processes on forecasts of extratropical17

circulation features.18

Weather forecasts can have errors that arise from uncertainty in defining an initial state of the atmosphere and19

imperfections in NWPmodel formulation. These are commonly termed initial condition (or analysis) and model errors,20

respectively. Ensemble prediction systems (EPSs) have been introduced at many operational NWP centres in recent21

decades to account for both initial condition and model error (Buizza et al., 2005). To represent initial condition22

uncertainty, the probability distribution function (PDF) of possible initial conditions is sampled by adding dynamically-23

defined perturbations to themodel’s analysis (e.g.Molteni et al., 1996; Bowler et al., 2008); an ensemble of simulations24

is produced giving a probabilistic description of the weather. Model error is typically accounted for by the addition25

of stochasticity to parameterisation schemes (Buizza et al., 1999). Initial condition error is typically larger than model26

error in medium-range weather forecasts (Arpe et al., 1985; Rabier et al., 1996), though several studies have shown27

that model error cannot be ignored (Harrison et al., 1999; Buizza et al., 1999; Stensrud et al., 2000; Orrell et al.,28

2001), and both initial condition and model error can depend on geographical region and weather pattern. Forecast29

uncertainty in operational NWP models is generally highest for the transition to, and maintenance of, a blocked state30

(Ferranti et al., 2015; Matsueda and Palmer, 2018). Improvements to the models’ parameterisation schemes (Jung31

et al., 2010; Dawson and Palmer, 2015; Joos and Forbes, 2016) and dynamical cores (Martínez-Alvarado et al., 2018),32

as well as increased resolution (Matsueda, 2009; Davini and D’Andrea, 2016; Schiemann et al., 2017), have been33

shown to improve forecasts of extratropical circulation features and atmospheric blocking in NWP and climatemodels.34

Boundary conditions, in particular SST, have also been shown to affect block development (Scaife et al., 2011; O’Reilly35

et al., 2016) and increasing the spatial resolution of SST can improve operational forecasts from the European Centre36

for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, Chelton, 2005).37

Diabatic processes active in extratropical cyclones typically occur on scales smaller than the grid in global weather38

forecast models and hence must be parameterised. These diabatic processes, especially latent heat released by the39

condensation of water vapor, can contribute considerably to the intensification of extratropical cyclones (Davis and40

Emanuel, 1991; Stoelinga, 1996). Therefore their parameterisation is key for the accurate forecast of these systems.41

Latent heat release in the mid-troposphere produces a positive low-level potential vorticity (PV) anomaly below the42

region of maximum heating which can induce rapid cyclogenesis if it favorably interacts with an upper-level positive43

PV anomaly (Wernli et al., 2002; Ahmadi-Givi et al., 2004). A negative PV anomaly is produced above the region of44

maximum heating and can influence the development of upper-level ridges and modify the downstream flow pattern45

(Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000; Grams et al., 2011). One effect of parameterised diabatic processes in extratropical cy-46

clones is to enhance the tropopause-level PV gradient (Chagnon et al., 2013) where a sharp increase from low PV47

values in the troposphere to high PV values in the stratosphere is observed. Warm conveyor belts (WCBs), the broad48

cloudy ascending airstreams flowing poleward in the warm sector of extratropical cyclones, are the regions of pri-49

mary latent heat release in cyclones (Browning and Roberts, 1994) and can be crucial for the rapid intensification of50

explosive storms (Binder et al., 2016). The representation of WCBs in extratropical cyclones is also sensitive to the51

parameterisation of diabatic processes (Joos and Wernli, 2012; Joos and Forbes, 2016) which, in turn, can affect the52

upper-tropospheric PV structure and downstream flow development (Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000). This relationship53

suggests that the parameterisation of diabatic processes could also be important for the representation of the upper-54

tropospheric negative PV anomalies that define blocks. We investigate the impact of model physics uncertainty on55

the representation of upper-tropospheric ridge amplification and atmospheric blocking here.56

Extratropical cyclones force the geopotential height rises in developing blocks through thermal and vorticity ad-57

vection (Colucci, 1985; Nakamura and Wallace, 1993) and the repeated transfer of low-PV air polewards and up-58

wards within cyclones into blocking ridges can act to maintain them against dissipation (Shutts, 1983; Yamazaki and59

Itoh, 2013; Luo et al., 2014). Diabatically-heated air masses can contribute considerably (>50%) to the total mass of60

blocked regions in the northern hemisphere (Pfahl et al., 2015) and diabatic heating is typically strong during the onset61

of blocking (Steinfeld and Pfahl, 2019). Atmospheric blocks are notoriously difficult to forecast in NWP models (e.g.62

Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990; Pelly and Hoskins, 2003a; Matsueda, 2009) and are the cause of some of the worst fore-63

casts produced at operational NWP centres (Rodwell et al., 2013; Lillo and Parsons, 2017). Grams et al. (2018) showed64
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in a case study of a large forecast error originating from a missed blocking event that it was the poor forecast of an65

upstream cyclone’s WCB that was the cause of the error. Forecasts of the most uncertain block onset cases in recent66

years were shown to be strongly influenced by the representation of upstream extratropical cyclones by Maddison67

et al. (2019). Furthermore, ridges in the tropopause are systematically misrepresented in operational NWP models68

(Gray et al., 2014) with the area and isentropic PV gradient of ridges decreasing with lead time. The sharpening of the69

isentropic PV gradient by parameterised diabatic processes can be too weak to maintain the strong PV-gradients in70

forecasts (Saffin et al., 2017). A case study that had an error representative of this systematic bias was caused by the71

poor forecast (too weak and too far south) of WCB outflow (Martínez-Alvarado et al., 2016).72

Previous studies investigating the sensitivity of extratropical cyclones and atmospheric blocking to model physics73

or boundary conditions have oftenmade large changes in parts of themodel to obtain a large response in the represen-74

tation of the feature of interest, such as removingmoisture (Davis et al., 1993;Wernli et al., 2002; Coronel et al., 2015),75

changing parameterisation schemes (Carrera et al., 1999; Dearden et al., 2016) and reducing the physical tendencies76

from parameterisations (Martínez-Alvarado and Plant, 2014). Generally, cyclones are less intense and downstream77

upper-level ridges smaller when the diabatic effects are reduced. Smoothing the SST gradient near the Gulf Stream, or78

reducing the SST and maintaining the sharp front, can also reduce the intensity of cyclones (Sheldon et al., 2017) and79

reduce the frequency of blocking over Europe (O’Reilly et al., 2016). The approach taken here is different: we make80

small changes to various parameterisation schemes that constitute (or could constitute) an operational upgrade to the81

scheme. Joos and Forbes (2016) showed that an operational upgrade to the microphysical parameterisation in the82

ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) had an impact on the simulation of a cyclone’s WCB and downstream83

ridge building. Whilst changes to the forecast evolution were initially small, they were advected with and amplified84

by the flow resulting in marked differences in the upper-tropospheric PV pattern. An operational improvement to the85

radiation scheme in the IFS was also shown to systematically improve the skill of medium-range weather forecasts86

of geopotential at 200, 500 and 1000 hPa (Morcrette et al., 2008). A new operational version (cycle) of the ECMWF87

model, that differed primarily in its parameterisations of physical processes, was shown to improve the representa-88

tion of blocking in seasonal forecasts (Branković and Molteni, 1996). In this article, planned operational upgrades to89

the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) to various physical parameterisations are introduced separately to assess the90

impact of each parameterisation on the forecast evolution.91

The research presented in this article addresses the following research questions:92

1. Do model upgrades to physical parameterisations and boundary conditions have a systematic effect on forecasts93

of upper-tropospheric Rossby wave development and blocking?94

2. How do the effects on the forecast evolution from model changes compare to those from initial condition uncer-95

tainty?96

3. Does the previously found error in block forecasts associated with upstream cyclone representation and WCB97

structure (e.g. Matsueda, 2011; Grams et al., 2018; Maddison et al., 2019) originate from uncertainty in the rep-98

resentation of diabatic processes in extratropical cyclones?99

These questions aremotivated by relatively new results showing that the dynamics and predictability of upper-tropospheric100

Rossby waves and atmospheric blocking events are influenced strongly by diabatic processes within extratropical cy-101

clones (Pfahl et al., 2015; Steinfeld and Pfahl, 2019), especially those active in their WCBs (Martínez-Alvarado et al.,102

2016; Grams and Archambault, 2016; Grams et al., 2018). In this article we follow forecast evolution changes that103

are triggered by the model upgrade’s effect on parameterised diabatic heating from cyclone and WCB development104

to upper-level Rossby wave amplification and blocking.105

The article is organised as follows. Details of the model simulations used in this study are given in section 2 and106

the methods used to analyse them are described in section 3. An overview of the results from forecasts initialised107

across the study period are presented in section 4. In section 5, a particular case study of block onset following108

extratropical cyclone intensification is described togetherwith a verification of the operational forecast of the case and109

its representation in the study experiments. The sensitivity experiments are compared with the control simulation in110

section 6, with a focus on the role of diabatic processes in the sensitivity of upper-tropospheric flow to parameterised111

physical processes. We summarise the results and give conclusions in section 7.112
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2 | MET OFFICE UNIFIED MODEL EXPERIMENTS113

In this section, details are given of the sensitivity experiments that are performed with the MetUM and analysed in114

this study. The MetUM is the numerical model developed and used by the Met Office for both weather and climate115

modelling. The model is continuously developed with new configurations being implemented operationally every few116

years. The experiments used in this study are mainly based around an operational upgrade in the MetUM from con-117

figuration Global Atmosphere (GA)6.1 to GA7.0, which is scheduled for November 2019. Experiments implementing118

the GA7 cloud, microphysics and boundary layer schemes into the GA6.1 configuration of the model are performed119

as well as a convection parameterisation experiment and a SST updating experiment. The control run is a MetUM120

GA 6.1 (Walters et al., 2017) run at N768 resolution with 70 model levels and an 80 km top. This is a rerun of the121

operational configuration of the MetUM that was used during the study period (autumn 2016). The experiments are122

summarised in Table 1 and a more detailed description of the MetUM and each of the sensitivity experiments is given123

in the Appendix. The experiments performed for this article are all single member runs and together create an ensem-124

ble of model perturbed forecasts. We compare the individual experiments to the operational ensemble forecasts with125

perturbed initial conditions.126

TABLE 1 Summary of forecast experiments.

Name Experiment description

SST-update SST and sea-ice fractions are updated daily during the forecast evolution to the
Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA, Donlon et al., 2012)

Prog-ent The convection scheme in the GA6.1 configuration is changed to the prognostic entrainment
convection scheme that has been developed at the Met Office to include memory of
recent convective activity

GA7Mp The modifications to the microphysical parameterisation scheme for the GA7 configuration are
implemented, including a new treatment of sub-grid cloud water content variability; a change
to the warm rain microphysics;
and a change to the turbulent production of liquid water in mixed-phase clouds

GA7Cl The modifications to the large-scale cloud parameterisation scheme for the GA7 configuration
are implemented, including a representation of convective core radiative effect; a new
critical relative humidity based on turbulence;
and the removal of complexity when dealing with ice cloud

GA7Bl The modifications to the boundary layer parameterisation scheme for the GA7 configuration
are implemented, including a dependence on coupling for boundary layer entrainment; a
representation of clouds forming at boundary layer top;
and a retuned cloud threshold used to diagnose a shear dominated boundary layer

The sensitivity experiments are separated into two groups: (1) the SST-update and Prog-ent experiments and (2)127

the experiments in which the different schemes are modified to their GA7 versions. The Prog-ent and SST-update128

experiments have been initialised every 12 hours (at 00 and 12 UTC) during the North AtlanticWave and Downstream129

impact EXperiment (NAWDEX, Schäfler et al., 2018) field campaign period (20 September–16 October 2016) and130

integrated for 12 days, giving a total set of 54 12–day runs. NAWDEX was a field campaign investigating the diabatic131

influence on the jet stream and high impact weather over Europe. The NAWDEX campaign period included several132

extratropical cyclones and upper-level ridge building events which make it an ideal study period for this work. Whilst133

the SST-update experiment could never be implemented to produce an operational forecast, it is used to provide134

insight into the potential benefit of using a coupled model system for NWP. The GA7 physics experiments (GA7Mp,135

GA7Cl, GA7Bl) have been run for a single chosen forecast initiation date to determine their impact for a blocking case136
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study. All of the experiments are global model runs with output of certain diagnostics restricted to every 12 hours and137

in the Euro-Atlantic region (defined as 20.25◦–80.55◦N, 79.875◦W–40.725◦E, which covers the region of interest for138

the NAWDEX campaign period).139

3 | METHODS140

3.1 | Block identification141

Blocking is identified in this study using a modified version of the 2D 500 hPa geopotential height (Z 500) blocking142

index introduced by Scherrer et al. (2006), an extension of the 1D index of Tibaldi and Molteni (1990). The index143

is calculated using meridional gradients in Z 500, termed GHGN and GHGS for northern and southern gradients144

respectively. The gradients are calculated at each longitude for latitudes (φ0) between 35◦ and 75◦N:145

GHGN =
Z (φN ) − Z (φ0)

φN − φ0
, GHGS = Z (φ0) − Z (φS )

φ0 − φS
, (1)

where φS = φ0 − 15◦ and φN = φ0 + 15
◦. A latitude, longitude grid point is then defined as being blocked if GHGS > 0146

and GHGN < −10 (m/◦). A schematic showing an example Z 500 field that satisfies these criteria is shown in Fig. 1 of147

Martínez-Alvarado et al. (2018). The index is extended here to identify blocks north of 75◦N. For latitudes north of148

75◦N, GHGN is calculated using the remaining latitudes to φN at the pole and the threshold on GHGN to identify a149

block is scaled relative to the distance to the pole; GHGS is calculated in the normal way.150

3.2 | Anticyclone tracking151

Anticyclones are tracked using the objective feature tracking algorithm, TRACK (Hodges, 1994, 1995, 1999), which152

has been used extensively to track tropical (e.g. Hodges and Emerton, 2015) and extratropical cyclones (e.g. Hoskins153

and Hodges, 2002, 2005, 2019), polar lows (Zappa et al., 2014) and Tibetan plateau vortices (Curio et al., 2018) using154

relative vorticity to identify these features.155

In this work, TRACK is used to identify anticyclones corresponding to positive Z 500 anomalies with respect to156

the instantaneous zonal component. Small scales are removed by spectral filtering, lowering the original resolution157

of the data to T42 resolution. Once the maxima in the Z500 anomaly field are identified, a track is constructed by158

finding nearest neighbours in consecutive time steps (Hodges, 1994, 1999). Anticyclones are tracked in the forecasts159

initiated at 1200 UTC 27 September 2016 in the control simulation, model physics experiments, and the analysis. The160

location of the anticyclones in the analysis corresponds well with the blocking centre.161

3.3 | Trajectory calculation162

WCBs are identified in this article using a Lagrangian trajectory method. Air parcel trajectories are calculated with the163

Lagrangian Analysis Tool (LAGRANTO,Wernli and Davies, 1997; Sprenger andWernli, 2015). Forward trajectories are164

started at every horizontal grid point over the North Atlantic (in the region of an extratropical cyclone) and vertically165

every 20 hPa from 1010 hPa to 790 hPa for various times throughout the cyclone evolution. The trajectories are166

calculated forward using the output from the MetUM experiments using the 3D wind field, temperature, specific167

humidity and surface pressure. Air parcel trajectories that ascend by more than a chosen ascent threshold in a given168

time period are defined as part of the WCB and used to compare WCB features among the experiments. The ascent169

thresholds are varied between 500 and 600 hPa in either 48 or 72 hour forecast periods to provide comparisons of170

WCB ascent rates in different forecast periods. Previous studies (e.g. Wernli and Davies, 1997; Madonna et al., 2014;171

Grams and Archambault, 2016) have used similar criteria to identify WCBs from ascending air trajectories, typically172

600 hPa ascent in 48 hours for the most rapidly ascending trajectories within a WCB. We include additional ascent173

criteria here, namely 500 hPa in 48 hours and 600 hPa in 72 hours, for a broader comparison of WCBs in the forecast174

evolutions.175
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3.4 | Block forecast verification176

Forecasts of atmospheric blocking are verified using a version of the Structure Amplitude Location (SAL) diagnos-177

tic introduced by Wernli et al. (2008) for verification of precipitation forecasts and adapted here for block forecasts.178

Block forecasts are compared against the analysis fields, and experiment forecasts against the control forecast, using179

amplitude (A) and location (L) values calculated from the output of the blocking index. The A and L components are180

calculated over all grid points (i,j) within the Euro-Atlantic domain in exactly the same way as used in Wernli et al.181

(2008), except with the grid point values of precipitation (their R i ,j ) replaced by grid point values of an area-scaled182

blocking index, Bi ,j . The blocking index Bi ,j is set equal to either cos(φ), if the grid point at latitude φ is blocked, or183

zero, if it is not blocked. Note that we do not set a minimum threshold for the blocking index whereas a minimum184

precipitation amount threshold is applied in Wernli et al. (2008). Following Wernli et al. (2008) A is the normalized185

difference of the domain-averaged Bi ,j values between two sets of outputs: either output from an experiment simu-186

lation and the analysis or output from an experiment and the control run. Similarly, L is the sum of two components187

measuring (i) the normalised distance between the centres of mass of the two sets of Bi ,j values and (ii) the difference188

for the two runs between the weighted averaged distance between the centre of mass of the Bi ,j values in the indi-189

vidual blocked regions and the centre of mass of the total Bi ,j field. We do not compute the structure (S ) component190

of the SAL diagnostic in Wernli et al. (2008). The S component takes into account the intensity of the field, looking191

for differences between the forecast and observations in both the intensity and coverage of precipitation. Because192

the blocking index values used here for block forecasts lie between zero and unity (a much smaller range than for193

precipitation values) the S component does not provide any additional useful information compared to that obtained194

from the A and L components.195

3.5 | Potential temperature tracers196

To study how the parameterisations of diabatic processes are affecting the flow and contributing to model error a set197

of θ-tracers has been incorporated in the MetUM. The method is similar to that described in Martínez-Alvarado and198

Plant (2014) and uses the temperature increments for several physical processes that are converted into potential199

temperature (θ) increments. The tracer method utilises the conservation property of θ by writing it in terms of a200

conserved component (θ0) and a non-conserved component (∆θ). θ0 is advected with the flow, but not altered by the201

parameterisation schemes, and gives the isentropic origin of air masses at the start of the forecast. ∆θ is advected as202

well but also accumulates the effect of the parameterisation schemes throughout the integration. θ at a grid point x203

and time t can be written as204

θ(x , t ) = θ0(x , t ) + ∆θ(x , t ) + εθ (x , t ), (2)

where εθ (x , t ) is an error term originating from numerical diffusion modifying θ. The non-conserved term can be205

separated into terms for each parameterised process (i )206

∆θ(x , t ) =
∑
i

∆θi (x , t ), (3)

where ∆θi (x , t ) represents the cumulative contribution to θ due to parameterisation i . The parameterisations con-207

tributing to θ that are considered in this study are:208

• ∆θs l ow−phys : θ contribution from the slow physics scheme. This includes both the short and long wave radiation209

increments as well as the microphysics increments;210

• ∆θBL : θ contribution from the boundary layer parameterisation;211

• ∆θconv : θ contribution from the convection parameterisation;212

• ∆θcl oud−r ebal : θ contribution from the cloud rebalancing scheme. This scheme calculates condensate and cloud213

fraction changes due to the change in temperature in a grid box that occurs due to condensation from adiabatically214

cooling ascending air (see Wilson et al. (2008b) for more details).215
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The θ-tracers are calculated online within the model simulation code from the transport equation and the error216

εθ is computed as217

εθ = θ − θ0 − ∆θ. (4)

θ0 and each ∆θi are output as model diagnostics. The total non-conserved part of θ (neglecting the tracer error)218

can then be calculated as the difference between θ and θ0 (or
∑
i ∆θi ) and illustrates where diabatic processes have219

heated or cooled air masses during the model integration. More details about the θ tracer calculation can be found in220

Martínez-Alvarado and Plant (2014).221

The θ-tracer diagnostic can be used to quantify how important diabatic heating is in the development of blocking222

in the forecast evolution and assess how strongly air masses that arrive in blocks have been heated in the preceding223

days. An example of the θ-tracer diagnostic is shown in Fig. 1. The θ, θ0, ∆θ and ε terms are shown at a forecast224

lead time of seven days and at model level 34 (8634 m) from a model run initiated at 1200 UTC on 27 September225

2016. At this time there is a large-scale blocking ridge present over Northern Europe. Generally, we expect regions226

of diabatic heating to be located in ridges as air parcels arriving in them have ascended from lower levels and have227

experienced diabatic heating (Pfahl et al., 2015). The conserved part of θ, that has just been advected by the flow228

(Fig. 1(b)), shows the value of θ that each of the air masses had at the start of the forecast. Comparing this field to229

the full field highlights where diabatic or frictional processes have modified θ and the scales at which these processes230

are active. The non-conserved component of the θ field shows regions that have been heated or cooled during the231

integration and can be used to trace air masses. For example, the region of strong heating to the north of the UK232

depicts an air mass that has ascended and undergone latent heating, most likely in the WCB of a cyclone, before233

arriving at the model level shown. Air in the cut-off region over central Europe has experienced descent and cooling.234

The θ-tracer error term is shown in Fig. 1(d). The error is generally small across the entire domain and considerably235

smaller than the non-conserved θ shown in Fig. 1c (note that the colour bars in panels c and d are different). The error236

at even seven days into the forecast evolution is generally <10% of the non-conserved θ and hence we can neglect237

error in our analysis and consider the term θ−θ0 as the change in θ due to diabatic processes (termed the total diabatic238

heating here).239

4 | NAWDEX CAMPAIGN PERIOD240

In this section, results are presented from the control forecast together with the SST-update and Prog-ent experiments241

for forecasts from the whole of the NAWDEX period. Forecasts from the operational ensemble are also included to242

compare the magnitude of the change in skill due to initial condition uncertainty and model uncertainty. The skill243

of the forecasts is assessed using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and244

Z500. The variability in forecast skill is also related to weather patterns and diabatic heating, and the representation245

of blocking in forecasts during the NAWDEX period is assessed.246

4.1 | Overview of forecast performance247

The average RMSE of Z500 andMSLP over the Euro-Atlantic region (the domain shown in Fig. 1) is shown for forecasts248

duringNAWDEX from the control forecast, SST-update and Prog-ent experiments and the operational ensemblemean249

forecast as a function of forecast lead time in Fig. 2. At early lead times, the average RMSEs in all the forecasts are250

almost identical for both MSLP and Z500. For forecasts longer than five days, the ensemble mean out-performs251

the control forecast and both model experiments, as expected (e.g. Toth and Kalnay, 1997). The RMSE is lower in252

the Prog-ent experiment than in the control forecasts for forecasts between five and ten days lead time for both253

fields. The RMSEs remain nearly indistinguishable between the control forecast and SST-update experiment until the254

longest lead times. It is clear from Figure 2 that running a forecast model with SST updating daily did not improve or255

degrade the forecast skill on average for this period. This suggests that running a coupled atmosphere-ocean model256

for medium-range forecasts may not be beneficial for this period and region, though having SST changing on only daily257

timescales may limit the potential impact. There was a slight improvement in skill with the Prog-ent experiment with a258
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(a) Full potential temperature
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(b) Advection onl  potential temperature
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(c) Non conserved potential temperature
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F IGURE 1 (a) Full field (θ), (b) advected initial field (θ0), (c) the non-conserved θ (θ − θ0) and (d) the tracer error
(θ − (θ0 +

∑
i ∆θi )) from the θ-tracer output on model level 34 (8634 m) in the forecast of 12 UTC 4 October 2016 at

a lead time of 7 days. Note that the colour bar in (d) is one fifth of the scale in (c). The 2 PVU contour is plotted in
each case to show Rossby-wave structure.

maximum reduction in RMSE of around 4% in both fields at nine days lead time. The reduction in RMSE is relevant in259

the operational forecast context, with similar reductions in RMSE found with the full GA7.0 implementation (Walters260

et al., 2019).261

Forecast skill can also vary depending on the weather pattern (Ferranti et al., 2015; Matsueda and Palmer, 2018)262

so it can be insightful to consider how the RMSE values vary throughout the NAWDEX period. We now only consider263

RMSE of Z500 as this can be used to describe the general flow pattern, or weather regime, and relate this to periods264

of high and low forecast skill. The RMSE of Z500 for forecasts valid on dates during the NAWDEX period is shown in265

Fig. 3(a) together with a measure of blocking activity (the area blocked in the analysis). Both measures are calculated266

over the Euro-Atlantic domain defined above. The RMSE on the given valid date is averaged for forecasts of that date267

for all lead times between six and ten days inclusive.268

Periods of low forecast skill (high RMSE) during the NAWDEX period are associated with the onset and decay269

of blocked periods. The average RMSE increases quickly before the onset of a blocked period around 12 UTC on270

4 October 2016, suggesting that the onset of this block was poorly forecast in the control and model experiments.271

The RMSE of Z500 then decreases dramatically once the block is mature and remains low during the maintenance272

period of this block (from around 6–12 October 2016). The RMSEs in all forecasts increases again before the block273

decays (after 13 October 2016), highlighting the difficulty in forecasting the decay, as well as the onset, of blocked274

periods. The variation in RMSE throughout the NAWDEX period is similar in the control and SST-update experiment,275

consistent with their almost identical average Z500 RMSEs. There is a larger difference between the RMSE in the276

control forecast and the Prog-ent experiment: the RMSE in the Prog-ent experiment is generally lowest, except for277

forecasts for the period of block onset at the start of the NAWDEX period.278

We now compare the variability of forecast skill with the variability of diabatic heating in air masses reaching the279
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F IGURE 2 Average RMSE as a function of lead time for the control forecast, SST-update experiment, Prog-ent
experiment and the mean of the operational ensemble for all of the forecasts initiated during the NAWDEX period.
The RMSE of Z500 (a) and MSLP (b) are shown throughout the operational and experiment forecast integrations (7
and 12 days, respectively). Note that the black and blue lines are nearly indistinguishable until the longest lead times
and the grey line of the operational ensemble extends only to 7 days lead time.

upper-troposphere using the θ-tracers. The fraction of the ridges that have undergone heating (FH) is calculated as280

FH =

∑
i ,j ∈R̂ cosφ∑
i ,j ∈R cosφ

, (5)

where R are ridges (points on the 315 K isentropic surface north of the model grid row with the latitude of 51.33◦N281

and with a PV value less than 2 PVU), R̂ represents the regions within R with total diabatic heating (θ − θ0) greater282

than 2 K (the same value used in Pfahl et al. (2015)) and φ is the latitude of grid point i , j . Note that the results283

presented in this section are not sensitive to the arbitrary choice of latitude used to define ridges. The mean fraction284

of ridges heated in all forecasts between six and ten days lead time inclusive for forecasts valid on days during the285

NAWDEX period is shown in Fig. 3(b), as well as the area blocked in the analysis and the average area blocked in the286

control forecasts of the same lead times. The onset of the first blocked period in the control forecast is preceded by287

an increase in the fraction of the ridges heated. This is a result of air masses being heated and arriving at upper-levels288

as the ridge is amplifying before the block develops fully and is identified by the blocking index. The increase in the289

fraction of the ridges heated coincides with the increase in RMSE prior to block development. This supports the290

hypothesis that the uncertainty in block forecast (diagnosed as RMSE in Z500) is originating from lower levels and291

associated with diabatic heating and its representation by the parameterisation schemes. The uncertainty in the block292

forecast could also be due to uncertainty in the strength and location of the WCB due to initial condition uncertainty.293

The FH then remains relatively constant during the maintenance phase of the blocked period. There is an increase294

in the FH as this block decays, this increase is associated with heating in an amplifying ridge that develops into the295

blocked area towards the end of the NAWDEX period (not shown).296

Low forecast skill during the NAWDEX period was related to an increase in diabatic heating (rather than a large297

net fraction of the ridge heated). This is partly a property of the θ-tracer calculation as it is the accumulated heating298

that is measured and a large heated fraction of a ridge does not necessarily mean that diabatic processes were active299

recently. However, an increase in the heated ridge fraction does imply recent diabatic heating which is uncertain300

in the model and potentially causing the low forecast skill. The increase in RMSE Z500 and total diabatic heating301

generally precedes block onset reflecting the model’s known difficulty in transitioning to a blocked state (Matsueda,302

2009; Martínez-Alvarado et al., 2018). The representation of blocking during the NAWDEX period in the control303

forecasts, model experiments and operational ensemble is now reviewed.304
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F IGURE 3 (a) RMSE of Z500 (m) in the Euro-Atlantic region for forecasts valid on days during the NAWDEX
period, averaged for all forecast lead times between six and ten days lead time inclusive. The area blocked over the
Euro-Atlantic domain during the NAWDEX period in the analysis is also shown (grey line). (b) The fraction of ridges
that have been heated (θ − θ0 > 2) for forecasts valid on days during NAWDEX period, averaged in forecasts of that
date between six and ten days lead time. Again the area blocked in the analysis is given by the grey line and
additionally the area blocked in the control forecast (averaged between six and ten days lead time) is given by the
grey dashed line. Note that the right hand axis corresponds to the grey lines in both panels.

4.2 | Predictability of blocking during NAWDEX305

Block representation in the forecasts is now compared to that in the analysis during the NAWDEX period. The average306

area difference in block area between the analysis and each of the forecasts and the operational ensemble forecast is307

shown together with the inter-quartile range in block area difference among each individual forecasts from the control308

andmodel experiments in Fig. 4(a). All the forecasts (both operational and experiments) exhibit the longstandingmodel309

deficiency of a reduction in block area with lead time (Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990; Matsueda, 2009; Martínez-Alvarado310

et al., 2018), though the reduction is not large for forecasts during this period especially compared to the spread in311

the individual forecasts. The difference in block area in all experiments and in the ensemble mean is small until after312

five days lead time, consistent with other studies (e.g Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990; Pelly and Hoskins, 2003a; Matsueda,313

2009). As the lead time increases, the average difference then becomes increasingly negative (the blocks are smaller314

in the forecasts) with the error generally similar in the control forecast, SST-update and Prog-ent experiments and315

smaller in the average of the operational ensemble. There is a large spread in block area difference between the316

forecasts and analysis for specific forecast initiation dates (thin dashed lines).317

Block forecasts are now verified using the modified version of the SAL technique (Wernli et al., 2008) described318

in section 3.4 to provide additional information about the error in both amplitude and location of the forecast blocks.319

A and L values are calculated for each of the operational ensemble members for forecasts of seven days lead time, and320

in the control simulation, SST-update and Prog-ent experiments at seven and ten days lead time, for every forecast321

initiated during the NAWDEX period. These lead times were chosen as they span the lead times at which block onset322

forecast typically deteriorates. The means (points) and the standard errors (lines) in A and L are plotted for values323

calculated against the analysis (Fig. 4(b)). Recall that a perfect forecast will have A and L values equal to zero. The324

mean A values are close to zero for all the simulations, reflecting the small average area difference shown in Fig. 4(a).325

The mean of the operational ensemble forecast has the lowest absolute A value, implying the smallest forecast error.326

Themean L values in the control, model experiments and operational ensemble lie between 0.2 and 0.3which suggests327

some systematic error in the location of blocking events. The A and L values can also be used to contrast the SST-328

update and Prog-ent experiments against the control forecasts (Fig. 4(c)) to better quantify how much impact the329

experiments are having on the simulation of blocking. In general, the sensitivity experiments are more similar to the330

control forecast than all the forecasts are to the analysis (the points are closer to the origin). The Prog-ent experiment331

has more of an effect on block forecasts than the SST-update, consistent with the larger effect seen in RMSE MSLP332
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F IGURE 4 (a) The average difference in block area between the analysis and forecasts from the control,
SST-update and Prog-ent experiments, and operational ensemble as a function of forecast lead time. The difference
is shown in the mean (thick lines) and the interquartile range (thin dashed lines) of the forecasts for the control,
model experiments and the operational ensemble mean. (b) AL diagram for forecasts of blocking during the
NAWDEX period compared to the analysis in the control, model experiment and operational ensemble forecasts.
Mean (points) and standard errors (lines) of A and L values are shown for forecasts of 7 (small dots) and 10 (big dots)
days lead time. (c) As in (b) for forecasts from the model experiments compared to the control forecasts.

and Z500 values (Figs. 2 and 3). The difference in amplitude of the blocks in the simulations is much smaller than333

the difference in their locations. This is true for their means and standard errors, suggesting verifying block forecasts334

based only on their amplitudes might hide some of the forecast differences.335

In this section, it has been shown that updating SST daily into the forecast integration to their observed values336

did not systematically improve or degrade the forecasts during NAWDEX. Running the forecast model with a new337

convection scheme had a larger impact and generated a slight reduction in average forecast error. Both the SST-338

update and Prog-ent experiments had different representations of blocking events than in the control simulation. In339

the next section, we will show in a case study that the SST-update and Prog-ent experiments, together with the GA7340

parameterisation experiments, can nevertheless have a large impact on the evolution of individual forecasts and make341

use of the θ-tracers to explain the evolution changes observed.342

5 | BLOCK CASE STUDY: FORECASTS VERSUS ANALYSIS343

The case study is introduced first in this section after which the operational forecast and the full set of model experi-344

ments (GA7 parameterisation experiments as well as the SST-update and Prog-ent experiments) are compared against345

the analysis. The case study is focused on the block onset around 12 UTC on 4 October 2018 over Scandinavia fol-346

lowing a cyclone known as the Stalactite cyclone (Schäfler et al., 2018). The forecast initiation time (1200 UTC on 27347

September 2016, a week prior to block onset) is chosen to be far enough in advance of the block onset so that the348
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experiments have diverged considerably. This is a lead time at which models are known to poorly predict the onset349

of a blocked flow (e.g. Pelly and Hoskins, 2003a; Matsueda, 2011; Martínez-Alvarado et al., 2018).350

5.1 | Synoptic overview351

In Fig. 5, the synoptic situation is presented for the days preceding block onset. The analysedMSLP and Z500 fields as352

well as the 2-PVU contour on the 315 K isentropic surface (Tp315, representing the tropopause) and the location of353

the Stalactite cyclone are shown between 1–4 October 2016. On 1 October 2016, the Stalactite cyclone is identified354

in the central North Atlantic with an upper-tropospheric trough above it and to the west. An amplifying ridge is also355

visible in both the Tp315 and Z500 contours downstream of the cyclone, with a more zonal flow further downstream356

and upstream (Fig. 5(a)). On 2 October, the Stalactite cyclone has intensified and moved north-eastward toward357

Iceland and the ridge in the tropopause has amplified. An upper-level PV streamer is formed to the south of the358

Stalactite cyclone as the cyclone interacts with the upper-level trough and the streamer cyclonically wraps up around359

the cyclone centre. Z500 has risen over the UK associated with the incipient block and warm air advection in the360

Stalactite cyclone. By 3 October, the ridge has expanded dramatically and now extends over a large part of the361

North Atlantic, Z500 has risen further over UK and towards Scandinavia as the transition to a blocked state continues.362

The Stalactite cyclone has now reached maximum intensity and moved nearer to Iceland with the upper-level trough363

completely wrapped around the cyclone centre. At this time there is a sign of a secondary cyclone developing as a364

kink in the MSLP contours in the Gulf Stream region off the coast of North America. On 4 October, the analysed365

block onset date over Scandinavia, the block is clear in Z500 (almost a cut off high region) and Tp315 (a large ridge366

over Scandinavia). The Stalactite cyclone has dissipated by this time and a secondary cyclone has intensified leading367

to a secondary ridge ahead of it. This synoptic evolution provides a clear example of regime transition to a blocked368

state following extratropical cyclogenesis similar to those presented in previous studies (e.g. Colucci, 1985; McLeod369

and Mote, 2015; Grams et al., 2018). The flow evolution in this case is now assessed in the forecasts from the chosen370

initiation date.371
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F IGURE 5 Synoptic overview for days preceding block initiation. MSLP (contours), Z500 (filled contours) and the
Tp315 contour (thick blue contour) from the Met Office analyses are shown for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3 and (d) 4 October
2016. The location of the Stalactite cyclone when present is shown by the black circle.
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5.2 | Forecast verification372

The track of the Stalactite cyclone and its minimum MSLP as seen in the analysis, operational ensemble and model373

physics experiments are shown in Fig. 6(a),(c). The tracks and intensities are shown between 12 UTC 30 September374

2016 and 12 UTC 4 October 2016, which corresponds to lead times between three and six days for the forecasts375

initiated on 12 UTC 27 September 2016. The tracks and intensities (diagnosed by the associated positive Z500376

anomalies) of the downstream block are also shown in Fig. 6 for the control forecast and model experiments.377
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F IGURE 6 Stalactite cyclone and downstream block tracks and intensities for the forecast initiated at 1200 UTC
27 September 2016 from the control simulation (thin black), model physics experiments (colours), operational
ensemble (grey, for the cyclone only) and the analysis (thick black): (a) cyclone tracks, (b) anticyclone tracks, (c)
cyclone minimum MSLP, and (d) Z500 anomaly.

All of the forecasts (control, model experiments and operational ensemble) have a clear eastward shift in the378

track of the cyclone compared to the analysis when it is present in the forecast between three and six days lead time379

(Fig. 6(a)). None of the model experiments result in a large change in the cyclone track forecast when compared to380

the control forecast in this case (they are spread about the control (thin black line)). All of the model experiments381

and the control forecast also forecast a less intense Stalactite cyclone than analysed (Fig. 6(c)), particularly at earlier382

lead times. The rate of MSLP drop and minimum MSLP reached is quite similar in the experiments to that analysed383

but starts from an incorrect value (at three days lead time). Again, the control forecast of minimum MSLP is in the384

middle of forecasts in the ensemble of experiments. There is larger spread among the operational ensemble than the385

model experiments (initial condition uncertainty develops quicker than model physics uncertainty in this case) in both386

the track and intensity of the cyclone, although the analysis still generally remains outside the ensemble spread in387

both track and intensity of the Stalactite cyclone. The cyclone in the analysis was further west than any ensemble388

member, and had a deeper MSLP than any member, at nearly all lead times. As none of the operational ensemble389

or model experiments were able to capture the development of the Stalactite cyclone it could be that there exists390

a deficiency somewhere in the model, e.g. in the dynamical core or set of physics parameterisations, which meant391

the model could never predict this evolution. Alternatively, the PDF of possible initial conditions may not have been392

sampled sufficiently and the ensemble may not have enough members.393

Similar errors in the track and intensity are identified for the block that develops downstream of the Stalactite394
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cyclone. The tracks of the block centre are located further east in the forecasts (thin lines) than the analysis (thick line),395

the same error as in the track of the Stalactite cyclone. The intensity (maximum Z500 anomaly) of the block is less in396

the forecasts than the analysis, the same error as in the intensity of the Stalactite cyclone. Whilst this does not prove397

a causal relationship between the development of the Stalactite cyclone and downstream block it is highly suggestive398

of one and motivates the analysis in the subsequent sections of this article. The tracks of the blocking anticyclone399

are not continuous in all of the forecasts because the anomaly in Z500 did not always exceed the threshold for block400

detection, though these gaps are generally less than 12 hours long.401

The misrepresentation of the track and intensity of the Stalactite cyclone and downstream block in the forecasts402

is consistent with errors in the forecast of the upper-tropospheric flow pattern. This can be summarised by looking403

at the Tp315 contour and the location of the Stalactite cyclone in the analysis and model experiments, as shown404

in Fig. 7, for the same dates as those in Fig. 5 to allow a direct comparison. On 1 October 2016, four days into the405

forecast evolution, the developing ridge is generally well represented in all of the experiments except for the upstream406

trough to the south of Greenland which is shifted too far east. This is consistent with the position of the Stalactite407

cyclone being too far east. Over the next 48 hours, the amplification both northward and westward of the ridge is408

underestimated in all of the experiments. By 3 October 2016, six days into the forecast evolution, the ridge in the409

analysis extends across Greenland which is not reproduced in any of the forecasts. The ridge position in the forecasts410

being further east than the analysis is also consistent with the eastward shift in the block tracks in the forecast. The411

position of the Stalactite cyclone remains too far east at this time. On 4 October, seven days into the forecast, the412

Stalactite cyclone has weakened and there is a large-scale blocking ridge present in all of the forecasts. The location413

and shape of the upper-level ridge in the control and model experiments does not match the analysis. The analysed414

blocking ridge has formed over Scandinavia and the secondary ridge has amplified over the North Atlantic. In the415

forecasts, the primary ridge is extending too far over Greenland (resembling the analysed ridge on the previous day).416

The developing ridge ahead of the secondary cyclone is completely missed in all the experiments. In this case, the417

forecasts do predict the onset of a blocking ridge following the Stalactite cyclone but are not able to predict the exact418

timing and location of the features accurately.419

(a) 1 October 2016 1200 UTC (b) 2 October 2016 1200 UTC

(c) 3 October 2016 1200 UTC (d) 4 October 2016 1200 UTC

F IGURE 7 Tropopause location (Tp315 contour) in the analysis (thick black line) and model experiment forecasts
(coloured lines) initialised at 1200 UTC 27 September 2016 and valid on the same date for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3 and (d) 4
October 2016. The location of the Stalactite cyclone in the analysis is marked by the black circle and in the model
experiments by the coloured circles (colours as defined in Fig. 6.

The poor forecast of the upper-level ridge and associated block can be analysed from a different perspective using420
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the blocking index. The area identified as blocked within the Euro-Atlantic region in the forecasts as a function of lead421

time, and on the corresponding date in the analysis, is shown in Fig. 8(a). The control forecast and model experiments422

do a reasonable job of capturing the analysed blocked area in the region. All forecasts exhibit an increase in block area423

around 160 hours lead time at roughly the same rate as that in the analysis. The spread in the operational ensemble424

(grey shading) is larger than the spread among the physics ensemble and the operational ensemble shows a tendency425

to underestimate the area blocked. The control forecast and SST-update experiment remain similar, with their forecast426

of block area nearly identical. There is greater spread among the parameterisation experiments, particularly at later427

lead times, with the analysis generally lying among the forecasts. The clear error in the forecast of the Stalactite428

cyclone and upper-tropospheric ridge highlighted previously is not evident in the forecast of block area over the Euro-429

Atlantic. A large-scale blocking ridge is clearly evident in all of the forecasts (Figs.7(c),(d)) and the blocking index reveals430

the block areas forecast are similar to those in the analysis. The error in the location of the block apparent in Fig. 7 is431

now quantified using the modified SAL diagnostic described in section 3.4.432

A and L values calculated against the analysis are presented in Fig. 8(b). Values are calculated for forecasts from433

the operational ensemble, control and model experiment forecasts. A and L values are calculated at forecast lead434

times of seven (small dots) and eight days (big dots) lead time for the control and physics experiments and at seven435

days lead time for the operational ensemble forecasts. These lead times were chosen because they are the times436

of block development in the forecast (recall the operational ensemble only extends to seven days). In the control437

forecast and model experiments, A values are generally low at both forecast lead times implying that the forecasts438

did a reasonable job in predicting the total area blocked in the region. However, A values of less than -0.4 are found439

for some of the physics experiments at eight days lead time, representing an underestimation by more than a factor440

of 1.5 in the area blocked. L values are also non-zero, highlighting the error in the blocked location in this forecast.441

Whilst the GA7 parameterisation experiments resulted in a smaller area blocked than in the control forecast (increased442

error), they have smaller L values than the control forecast (particularly in the GA7Mp experiment) at both lead times443

and hence reduced error in the predicted location of the block. L values are typically larger at seven days lead time,444

consistent with the error in upper-level ridge location at this lead time (Fig 7(d)). A values in the operational ensemble445

members are typically more negative and span a greater range of values than those in the physics experiments. A and446

L values are also calculated in each of the model experiments using the control forecast as a reference (Fig. 8(c)). If447

two forecasts’ A and L values are similar when compared to the analysis but different when compared to the control448

(e.g. the SST-update and Prog-ent experiments at eight days lead time) it suggests they were similar to the analysis449

in different ways. For example, this could occur if two forecasts predicted blocks equally far from the block in the450

analysis but in opposite directions. Not all of the model experiments are closer to the control forecast than to the451

analysis at this lead time.452

This case study of block onset, following the development of the Stalactite cyclone, was very unpredictable for453

forecasts beyond four days lead time. This is in line with the findings from Schäfler et al. (2018), who showed that454

this period is associated with reduced forecast skill. The location and intensity of the Stalactite cyclone appear to455

be important for the block development in this case. This association has been confirmed using ensemble sensitivity456

analysis (using ECMWF operational ensemble forecasts in Maddison et al. (2019)). In that paper it was hypothesised457

that the sensitivity of block development to upstream cyclones originated from diabatic heating in WCBs. This hy-458

pothesis is investigated in the next section by comparing the model physics experiments to the control run. Although459

all these forecasts diverge from reality, insight can still be gained into how diabatic processes in the Stalactite cyclone460

affect the large-scale development, and in particular the block. An advantage of restricting our analysis to the model461

forecasts is that the θ diagnostic can be used to assess the diabatic influence on dynamical evolution; this diagnostic462

is not available for the analysis.463

6 | BLOCK CASE STUDY: IMPACT OF MODEL UPGRADES464

The block onset case study is now compared in each of the model experiments to the control (operational) forecast465

to quantify how much model uncertainty can affect the dynamical evolution. The θ tracers are used to determine the466

role that diabatic heating in the WCB of the Stalactite cyclone had on the upper-level Rossby wave pattern and block467

development. It was shown in Fig. 6 that there was some spread in the intensity (≈ 10 hPa) and location (≈ 5◦) of the468
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F IGURE 8 (a) Block area as a function of lead time in forecast initiated at 1200 UTC on 27 September 2016 in
the control simulation and the model physics experiments and block area in the analysis on the corresponding day.
(b) Diagram showing the A and L components of the modified SAL diagnostic for blocks in the operational ensemble
at seven days lead time (grey dots) and each of the experiments at 7 (small coloured dots) and 8 (large) days lead time
calculated against the analysis. (c) as in (b) but calculated against the control simulation and for the experiments only.

Stalactite cyclone among the model experiments. But how much did the model experiments change the WCB of the469

Stalactite cyclone? WCB trajectories have been computed in the control forecast and each of the model experiments470

in the forecast initialised at 12 UTC on 27 September 2016 and are shown as an example in Fig. 9 for the control471

forecast only. The trajectories shown start at three days into the forecast evolution, finish at six days into the forecast472

and have ascended more than 500 hPa in that period. The end points of the trajectories are at 12 UTC on 3 October473

2016 (cf. Fig. 7.(c)) when the blocking ridge is amplifying in the control forecast.474
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F IGURE 9 (a) WCB trajectories (having ascended more than 500 hPa) in the control forecast initiated on
1200 UTC 27 September 2016 between three and six days lead time. (b) The total number of identified WCB
trajectories (see text) during different forecast periods in the control forecast and model experiments for ascent
thresholds of 500 hPa (dashed lines) and 600 hPa (solid lines).

A large air mass ascends from the central northern Atlantic in the WCB of the Stalactite cyclone into the upper-475

level ridge, linking the Stalactite cyclone and the downstream block development. To quantify the intensity of the476

WCB in each of the experiments the number of trajectories classified as part of the WCB are compared for different477

time periods during the forecast run and for different ascent thresholds. The comparison is presented in Fig. 9(b).478

The Prog-ent experiment has the highest number of WCB trajectories for the majority of the different selection time479

periods and ascent thresholds; the control forecast and SST-update experiment often have the least. The Prog-ent and480

SST-update experiments were not outliers in the experiments when considering the track and intensity of the cyclone481

(Fig. 6). This suggests that, whilst neither the track nor the intensity of the cyclone changed considerably in the physics482

experiments, theWCB intensity differed because of the changes to the latent heating from the parameterised diabatic483

processes that were modified in the physics experiments. We expect the convection scheme to be active in theWCB484

of a deep extratropical cyclone so this may explain why we see the largest change in the Prog-ent experiment.485

The experimentsmodifying parameterisations of physical processes also had different developments of the upper-486

level Rossby wave pattern and block. The difference in PV on the 315 K isentropic surface (PV315) between each of487

the model experiments and control forecast (experiment minus control) is shown in Fig. 10, together with the Tp315488

contour in both the control (solid black contour) and experiment (dashed black contour). The forecasts are shown489

at seven days lead time (cf. Fig 7(d)), which is when the block first formed over Scandinavia and was identified in490

the blocking index. There are clear differences in the amplitude and phase of the Rossby-wave pattern among the491

experiments. Themain differences are in the northern extent of the ridge, the structure of the PV streamer forming on492

the upstream trough, and the phase and amplitude of the smaller ridge to the south of Greenland. The northern extent493
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of the ridge and cyclonic wrap up of the upstream trough are coupled to the development of the Stalactite cyclone494

and the divergent outflow in its WCB. The Prog-ent and GA7Cl experiments have a ridge that extends further to the495

north (extending out of the domain shown), consistent with the increased number of WCB trajectories compared to496

the control in these experiments, and different structure of the PV streamer. The GA7Bl experiment has a larger ridge497

extent in the north eastern corner of the domain. The PV difference between the experiments and control forecasts498

is much smaller than the difference compared to the analysis (not shown). We now use the θ-tracers to investigate if499

the difference in PV is originating from changes to the parameterised diabatic heating in the WCB of the cyclone.500

F IGURE 10 Difference (experiment - control) in PV315 in the (a) SST-update, (b) Prog-ent, (c) GA7Mp, (d) GA7Cl
and (e) GA7Bl experiments. The Tp315 contour in the experiments (dashed contour) and control forecast (black
contour) are plotted also. The difference is shown at seven days into the forecast initiated at 1200 UTC on 27
September 2016.

6.1 | Role of heating501

The difference in total diabatic heating (as defined in section 3.5) on the 315 K surface between each experiment502

and the control simulation is plotted at seven days lead time in Fig. 11 so the results can be directly compared to the503

PV315 differences shown in Fig. 10. The heating represents the non-conserved part of θ and indicates where diabatic504

processes are active and air masses have undergone ascent or descent. There are large differences in the total diabatic505

heating of air parcels on the 315 K isentropic surface during the first seven days of forecast integration. The structure506

of the difference in PV315 between the control and each experiment clearly resembles that of that difference in total507

diabatic heating (which can exceed 20 K). Given that the total diabatic heating in the control forecast is generally less508

than 30 K (Fig. 1), these differences are considerable. There is generally more heating within the large-scale ridge for509

each of the experiments when compared to the control. In particular, the GA7Cl and Prog-ent experiments exhibit510
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more heating across the ridge interior and as well as in the region where the ridge is extending further north. This511

suggests that the ridge is more amplified because of the increased ascent of air masses resulting in the air masses512

reaching higher levels and the ridge becoming larger. The regions of largest difference in heating between the control513

simulation and the model physics ensemble are in the location of the WCB ascent and outflow as shown for the514

control experiment in Fig. 9(a). This suggests that changes to the heating in the WCB of the cyclone arising from the515

changes to the parameterised diabatic processes in our experiments are causing the different amplifications of the516

ridge. Note that here we are using large values of θ−θ0 (as defined in (2)) as a proxy forWCB air masses here (i.e. they517

have experienced strong ascent and heating). For example, in the Prog-ent experiment, θ − θ0 is increased meaning518

there is greater latent heat release in the WCB which results in its outflow reaching higher isentropic levels and the519

ridge being larger than in the control simulation. The region of negative difference in heating on the western flank of520

the ridge that is present in nearly all of the experiments is likely a result of a shift in the WCB ascent region in the521

experiments.522

F IGURE 11 Difference (experiment - control) in total diabatic heating at 315 K in the (a) SST-update, (b)
Prog-ent, (c) GA7Mp, (d) GA7Cl and (e) GA7Bl experiments. The Tp315 contour for the experiments (dashed line)
and control forecast (solid) are plotted also. The fields plotted are from the forecast initiated at 1200 UTC on 27
September 2016 at a lead time of seven days.

TheWCB intensities in the control simulation and experiments are consistent with the difference in heating in the523

ridges observed in Fig. 11: experiments with more WCB trajectories have more heating in the ridge when compared524

to the control and also a ridge that extends further north. To quantify this relationship the area of the ridges in the525

experiments was calculated as the area of regions north of 51.33◦N with PVU values on the 315 K isentropic surface526

less than 2 PVU (not shown). The difference between each of the model experiments and the control forecast in the527

number of WCB trajectories, diabatic heating at 315 K, and ridge area appear to be highly correlated (correlations528

greater than 0.7), though the small sample size does not allow for a robust statement regarding these correlations. It529

is clear however that modifying the model parameterisations has an effect on WCB intensity and experiments with530
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stronger WCBs had increased total diabatic heating and larger ridges.531

6.2 | Vertical structure of heating532

Vertical cross sections of the total diabatic heating between 40-80◦N in each of the simulations are shown in Fig. 12,533

averaged between 60◦W and 40◦E (the domain shown in Fig. 11), with the averaged 2 PVU contour overlain for534

tropopause identification. The region used to average the heating captures the WCB region and its outflow into the535

upper-level ridge. The blocking ridge is evident in all simulations to the north of 55◦N as a slight increase in average536

tropopause height with latitude.537
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F IGURE 12 Cross section of total diabatic heating (colours) and the 2 PVU contour (lines) between 40 and 80◦
and averaged between 60◦W and 40◦E in the (a) control forecast and the (b) SST-update, (c) Prog-ent, (d) GA7Mp, (e)
GA7Cl and (f) GA7Bl experiments at 1200 UTC 4 October 2016 (168 hours lead time). We only plot positive total
diabatic heating for clarity though there are many regions with total diabatic cooling.
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The general vertical structure of heating in the control and each model experiment is similar. There is a pos-538

itive total diabatic heating throughout most of the upper-troposphere in the blocking ridge in all the simulations.539

The strongest regions of diabatic heating are generally near the tropopause (or above the average location of the540

tropopause) north of 60◦N and extending towards the pole. This shows that air masses have been heated (in the541

WCBs of the cyclone) in the simulations prior to their arrival at upper levels in the blocking ridge. The average heat-542

ing throughout this cross section is strongest in the Prog-ent, GA7Cl and GA7Mp experiments. This is consistent543

with these experiments having more heating throughout the ridge on the 315 K isentropic surface and more intense544

WCBs than in the control (Figs 11 and 9). We would expect the convection, cloud and microphysics parameterisa-545

tion schemes to be active in the cloudy, ascending air of the WCB and changing these schemes to result in different546

diabatic heating rates. Figures 11 and 12 show only snapshots of the heating structure in the simulations for one547

lead time and for particular isentropic surfaces or longitude bands. To quantify how the total heating in the WCB548

during the forecast evolution is changing in the experiments, and to verify that this is driving the ridge amplification549

differences, an integrated measure of the diabatic heating is now calculated.550

6.3 | Integrated heating551

The θ-tracer technique accumulates the diabatic heating along Lagrangian-trajectories throughout the forecast inte-552

gration. The θ−θ0 output at t days lead time therefore represents the total heating that air parcels arriving at each grid553

point have undergone throughout the t days of the simulation. To determine howmuch diabatic heating has occurred554

during the WCB ascent we can integrate the heating term in the region of WCB outflow at the time it reaches the555

upper-troposphere. The θ-tracer diagnostic then gives us the heating the WCB trajectories have experienced since556

the start of the forecast. This calculation assumes the integration only covers the WCB period, i.e. there was not557

strong heating in the early part of the forecast, which is true for this case (the WCB started around two days into558

the forecast). Furthermore, the forecast evolution in the control forecast and model experiments is very similar for559

the first two days (prior to WCB development) meaning differences in total heating in the first seven days of forecast560

integration are due to differences in the diabatic heating associated with the WCB ascent. It has been seen using561

trajectory analysis that the WCB outflow is within the ridge and hence we can integrate the diabatic heating over the562

ridge at various isentropic levels to quantify the total heating of air parcels arriving in the upper-level ridge.563

We calculate the integrated heating measure (I HM ), which represents the total heating in grid boxes within the564

WCB outflow (grid boxes that have strong ascent) normalised by the ridge area at a certain lead time, as565

I HM (t ) =

∑
i ,j ∈W∩R cos(φ)(θ − θ0)i ,j

(
∑
i ,j ∈R cos(φ)) × t

, (6)

whereW is the WCB outflow region (θ − θ0 > 10 K ), R is the ridge (PVU < 2 and north of 51.33◦N within the domain566

shown in Figure 11) and φ is the latitude of grid point i , j . Note the conclusions presented in this section are robust567

to the choice of latitude used to define a ridge. This gives I HM units of K /day . The I HM is calculated on isentropic568

surfaces between 310 and 340 K to measure the strength of heating of the air parcels in theWCB outflow within the569

ridge reaching (passing through) the different levels.570

The I HM is shown in Fig. 13 at a forecast lead time of seven days. The total diabatic heating, and level atwhich the571

heating is maximum, is different in each of the experiments. The Prog-ent and GA7Cl experiments generally have the572

strongest heating in theWCB air parcels when looking at the different θ levels; the GA7Bl experiment and the control573

forecast generally have the least. The control simulation has the least integrated heating among the experiments on574

the 315 K surface, consistent with Fig. 11. The θ surface for which the integrated heating is strongest depends on575

experiment, though is between 315 and 330 K , with the experiments with larger total diabatic heating in the WCB576

having the maximum heating at higher levels, illustrating the link betweenWCB diabatic heating and ascent. The large577

range of θ surfaces at which diabatic heating in the WCBs is maximum reflects the uncertainty in WCB dynamics and578

the level their outflows reach. The control simulation and GA7Bl experiment have no outflow reaching 330 K ; the579

SST-update, GA7Cl and GA7Mp have no outflow reaching 335 K . The Prog-ent experiment has outflow reaching the580

highest isentropic level among the experiments. Averaging the I HM for the different WCB outflow levels yields an581
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F IGURE 13 I HM as a function of isentropic level in the control forecast and model experiments. The total
accumulated heating is averaged over the seven days of forecast evolution.

estimation of the total heating of WCB air parcels reaching the upper troposphere in the ridge. Averaged values were582

smallest for the GA7Bl experiment and control forecast (0.135 K /day and 0.152 K /day , respectively) and largest in583

the Prog-ent and GA7Cl experiments (0.338 K /day and 0.286 K /day , respectively). The vertically-averaged heating584

rates are also shown in the first column of Fig. 14.585

The I HM calculated provides consistent results with the analysis previously presented and the hypothesis intro-586

duced in the introduction of this article. The Prog-ent and GA7Cl experiments have larger ridges, forced by increased587

heating across the ridge at 315 K, stronger heating meridionally throughout the troposphere across the WCB region588

and stronger heating throughout the WCB outflow reaching most isentropic levels. The results demonstrate that the589

diabatic heating in the WCB trajectories is driving the amplification of the upper-level ridge. The GA7Bl experiment590

for example had a large number of WCB trajectories, but the diabatic heating was not strong, its WCB did not reach591

high altitudes and its ridge was not amplified. The Prog-ent and GA7Cl experiments had increased diabatic heating in592

their WCB developments, the outflow from their WCBs reached higher isentropic levels and their ridges were larger.593

This demonstrates that by changing the parameterisations of convection and cloud, the diabatic heating in the WCB594

ascent was increased which resulted in its outflow reaching higher levels and a more amplified upper-level ridge devel-595

oping in the forecasts. The picture is not as clear when looking at the block metrics: whilst the Prog-ent experiment596

had a similar area blocked to the control forecast (slightly larger at certain lead times) the GA7Cl experiment had a597

smaller area blocked. The block index only considers geopotential height at 500 hPa and may be less sensitive to598

changing ridge amplitudes at higher levels.599

6.4 | Dominant processes600

The total diabatic heating for air parcels arriving in the block as part of the WCB outflow can be separated into the601

diabatic heating from each parameterisation. By doing this, it is possible to quantify how much diabatic heating is602

added by each process and which parameterisation scheme is contributing most to the total diabatic heating. The603

I HM can be computed for each parameterisation by replacing the (θ − θ0) term in (6) with the ∆θi terms listed in604

section 3.5.605

The I HM from each parameterisation considered is shown averaged for isentropic surfaces between 310 and606

340 K and at seven days lead time in Fig. 14. The total diabatic heating (θ − θ0) and θ-tracer error (θ − (θ0 +
∑
i ∆θi )) are607

also shown. In the control forecast and each of the experiments, the convection parameterisation contributes most608

to the total diabatic heating along theWCB trajectories, followed by the cloud rebalancing scheme. The accumulated609

tendencies for each of the parameterisation schemes are larger than the tracer error in all experiments, despite the610

long forecast lead time. The amount of heating from the different parameterised processes in each experiment scales611
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F IGURE 14 Contributions to the total I HM from the different physical parameterisations and for the different
experiments at seven days lead time.

approximately linearly with total heating. For example, the Prog-ent experiment has the highest magnitude of total612

heating rate as well as heating from each parameterisation scheme, rather than a disproportionately large increase in613

heating coming from the convection scheme. This implies that the changes to the individual parameterisation schemes614

in the experiments are changing the evolution of the cyclone and its WCB and not just the heating increments from615

the modified scheme.616

7 | CONCLUSIONS617

We have quantified the effects of operational changes to parameterisation schemes that impact diabatic processes,618

and those of running a forecast with updating SST, on midlatitude forecast evolution and compared this effect to the619

forecast evolution change fromdifferent initial conditions. Wehave also used the forecast evolution changes identified620

whenmodifying the parameterisations to show that upper-level ridge amplification depends on parameterised diabatic621

heating rates in the WCB of an extratropical cyclone. The forecast experiments were performed for the time period622

of the NAWDEX field campaign (Schäfler et al., 2018) because this included a variety of interesting weather events623

including a case study of block onset downstream of extratropical cyclogenesis that was the main focus of this study.624

The development of atmospheric blocks has been related to upstream cyclones since some of the earliest studies of625

blocking (e.g. Berggren et al., 1949; Colucci, 1985; Lupo and Smith, 1995). More recently, forecasts of atmospheric626

blocking and upper-level ridges have been shown to depend on the forecast of upstream cyclones (Maddison et al.,627

2019), the representation of their WCBs (Grams et al., 2018), and their parameterised diabatic processes (Joos and628

Forbes, 2016; Martínez-Alvarado et al., 2016). Here it is demonstrated that this sensitivity can arise from diabatic629

heating from parameterised processes.630

In forecasts initialised every 12 hours during the NAWDEX campaign period, updating the SST at daily intervals631

during the forecast evolution did not have a systematic effect on the forecast skill. SST is important for the evolution632

of the overlying atmosphere because of the influence surface fluxes have on the stability of the marine boundary layer633

and near surface winds (Park et al., 2006; Donlon et al., 2012). Coupling the atmospheric model to an ocean model634

is known to improve prediction on subseasonal to seasonal timescales (Palmer and Anderson, 1994; Goddard et al.,635

2001; de Andrade et al., 2019). The small impact of evolving SST shown here suggests that running a coupled model636
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may be less important in medium-range forecasts, where initial condition uncertainty usually dominates (Rabier et al.,637

1996; Kalnay, 2003), though giving the forecasts analysed SST and the relatively small sample of forecasts used here638

are caveats. Forecasts from the model with an improved convection scheme (one including memory about recent639

convective activity) led to an average reduction in forecast error. Periods of low forecast skill during the NAWDEX640

campaign periodwere associatedwith the onset and decay of atmospheric blocking events. The poor prediction of the641

transition to and from a blocked state has been a persistent problem in NWP (e.g. Tibaldi andMolteni, 1990; Pelly and642

Hoskins, 2003b; Ferranti et al., 2015; Lillo and Parsons, 2017). Periods of low forecast skill also tended to be associated643

with an increase in the amount of diabatic heating in upper-level ridges, consistent with previous studies showing that644

parameterised diabatic processes can be important for forecast skill (Rodwell et al., 2013; Martínez-Alvarado et al.,645

2016). The forecast error for atmospheric blocking events during the NAWDEX period was characterised by an646

underestimation of block area. This was the case in forecasts from both the model experiments performed for this647

article and the operational ensemble forecasts. The location of the predicted blocking events was also assessed using648

a modified version of the SAL technique introduced inWernli et al. (2008). The location of blocks in the analysis were649

systematically misforecast with the mean values far from zero even when taking into account the standard error.650

The impact of the model upgrades on forecast evolution was considered in detail for a particular forecast initia-651

tion date preceding the intensification of an extratropical cyclone and the downstream development of a block. The652

cyclone development, between three and six days lead time, and downstream block development, after six days lead653

time, were missed in the control forecast, model experiments and operational ensemble. Forecasts of this event were654

identified as those having some of the least skill during the NAWDEX period in Schäfler et al. (2018). The cyclone655

in all of the forecasts was located too far east throughout its lifecycle. The downstream block error was forecast de-656

pendent, either misplaced or too small (or both) in the control and model experiment forecasts and in the operational657

ensemble forecasts. The development of blocking in this case was very unpredictable: forecast runs with different658

initial conditions, updated SST, and improved parameterisations of diabatic processes were not able to capture the659

evolution of the flow that really happened. In the forecast of the cyclone and downstream block, there was more660

spread among the operational ensemble than the model experiments, particularly at early lead times. Initial condition661

uncertainty normally is larger for medium-range forecasts than model uncertainty (Lorenz, 1963; Rabier et al., 1996),662

though the small model experiment ensemble size and the method of modifying the model here were not intended to663

represent fully model uncertainty. Themodel experiments did however diverge from the control forecast considerably664

by six or seven days lead time.665

A set of θ-tracers implemented in the MetUM was used to attribute the different upper-level forecast evolutions666

to the different diabatic heating rates from parameterised processes. The implemented new versions of the parame-667

terisation schemes in the MetUM resulted in differences in the phase and amplitude of the upper-level blocking ridge.668

The different amplitudes of the upper-level ridge in the experiments resulted from differences in the total diabatic669

heating of air parcels arriving in the ridge in the WCB of an extratropical cyclone. Forecasts that produced larger-670

amplitude ridges had stronger diabatic heating throughout the WCB development. Changing the parameterisation of671

convection was shown to have the biggest increase in number of WCB trajectories, the diabatic heating of air masses672

in the upper-level ridge and downstream block forecast. The model experiments changed the cyclone location and673

intensity by approximately 5◦ (zonally) and 10 hPa, respectively, but the diabatic heating changed by more than 20 K.674

We hypothesise that the small changes in the cyclone location and intensity resulted from the changes to the param-675

eterised diabatic processes which then resulted in large changes in the total diabatic heating in the ascending WCB.676

WCB ascent is sensitive to diabatic heating (Joos andWernli, 2012) and errors have shown to amplify rapidly on the ar-677

rival of the WCB at upper levels (Davies and Didone, 2013; Martínez-Alvarado et al., 2016; Grams et al., 2018). WCB678

ascent has been shown to include sporadic periods of intense, convective like ascent (e.g. Browning, 1971; Oertel679

et al., 2019) and may explain the strongest dependence of the WCB to the convection and cloud parameterisations680

found here. For this case study we have demonstrated that modifying parameterised diabatic processes changed the681

properties of the WCB, the diabatic heating of air parcels in the WCB ascent, and the upper-level ridge amplification682

and block forecast. Hence, model error attributable to the parameterisation of diabatic processes contributes to the683

documented role of extratropical cyclones and WCBs in the forecast uncertainty of upper-level ridges and blocking684

events (Grams et al., 2018; Maddison et al., 2019) and the large forecast errors associated with some blocking events685

(Rodwell et al., 2013; Ferranti et al., 2015). While this relationship was demonstrated by Joos and Forbes (2016) by686

implementing a new microphysical parameterisation in the IFS model and assessing the heating rate from each mi-687
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crophysical process with consistent results to those found here, this is the first time (to the authors’ knowledge) that688

this relationship has been quantified and compared for several parameterisation modifications and using all contribu-689

tions to the total diabatic heating (such that the heating budget is closed). This study thus provides strong evidence690

that improving the representation of diabatic processes could reduce the frequency of poor forecasts associated with691

blocking events. Future work should investigate whether the relationship between parameterised diabatic heating in692

WCBs and upper-level ridges in the case study included here is systematic across case studies and contributing to693

poor forecast skill.694
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A | APPENDIX706

The forecast experiments performed for this article are described in detail in this appendix.707

A.1 | The MetUM708

TheMetUMGA6.1 uses the ENDGamedynamical core to solve the non-hydrostatic, fully compressible deep-atmosphere709

equations of motion with a semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian formulation (Wood et al., 2014). The prognostic fields are710

the three-dimensional wind components, virtual dry potential temperature, Exner pressure and dry density. Moist711

prognostic fields (e.g. mass mixing ratio of water vapour and prognostic cloud fields) are advected as free tracers.712

Prognostic fields are discretised horizontally onto a regular latitude-longitude grid with Arakawa C-grid staggering713

(Arakawa and Lamb, 1977). A Charney-Phillips staggering is used in the vertical (Charney and Phillips, 1953) with714

terrain-following hybrid height coordinates. ENDGame uses a nested iterative approach at each atmospheric time715

step with processes split into an outer loop and an inner loop (see Wood et al. (2014) for details). Processes that are716

parameterised in the MetUM include solar and terrestrial radiation, large-scale precipitation, large-scale cloud, sub-717

grid orographic drag, non-orographic gravity wave drag, the boundary layer, convection, and atmospheric aerosols718

and chemistry. TheMetUM is coupled to the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator (JULES) land-surface model (Clark719

et al., 2011). For a full description of the MetUM GA6.1 the reader is referred to Walters et al. (2017).720

A.2 | Sensitivity experiments721

A.2.1 | Prognostic entrainment722

In the Prog-ent experiment, the convection scheme in GA6.1 is changed to a scheme that includes prognostic entrain-723

ment rates, designed to give the convection scheme memory about recent convective activity. The change to the724

Prog-ent scheme also includes the change to the 6A convection scheme that is part of the GA7 convection scheme725

(Walters et al., 2019). The numerics of the convection scheme were revised for the 6A scheme. A convection parame-726

terisation represents sub-grid scale cumulus clouds within a grid box and their associated transport of heat, moisture727

and momentum. The MetUM GA6.1 uses a mass flux convection scheme that is an extension of Gregory and Rown-728
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tree (1990). The scheme consists of three steps: (i) initial convective diagnosis of whether convection is possible729

given boundary layer properties; (ii) a call to either the shallow or deep convection schemes at all points diagnosed as730

shallow or deep from step (i); and (iii) a call to the mid-level convection scheme at all grid points.731

In the GA6.1 scheme fully developed, deep convective clouds can appear within a single timestep without any732

gradual development, which is not usually realistic. This can occur because the entrainment rate given to a cloud733

diagnosed as a deep convective cloud is one that is appropriate for deep convection that is fully developed, as there734

is no option in the scheme for using higher entrainment rates appropriate for developing cumulus. In the real world,735

regions with a small amount of convective activity would be likely to have relatively small convective clouds with736

relatively high entrainment rates (if convection was present) and regions with lots of recent convective activity the737

opposite. A scheme has been developed at the Met Office that accounts for this difference by adding an additional738

3D model prognostic (P̄ ) that is a measure of recent convective activity (described in Willett and Whitall (2017)). It is739

defined as740

DP̄

Dt
=
1

τ
(p̃convsur f − P̄ ), (7)

where741

p̃convsur f (x , y , z ) = C (x , y , z )max[pmin , pconvsur f (x , y )] (8)

is a 3D extension of the 2D surface convective precipitation rate (pconv
sur f

). This equation gives P̄ the same units as742

precipitation rate. C (x , y , z ) is defined as equal to unity at a given point if convection is active and zero if not, pmin743

is an arbitrarily small precipitation rate (set to 10−5 kg m−2 s−1) allowing non-precipitating clouds to contribute to P̄ ,744

and τ is the e-folding time (set to three hours) that defines the memory timescale. P̄ is related to the entrainment rate745

such that grid points that have had relatively little amounts of recent convection have higher entrainment rates and746

vice versa. To do this, the standard entrainment rate is scaled by the 3D factor747

F = Cgr ad log10
(
P̄
q r efs

qLCLs

)
+ Ci nt , (9)

where Cgr ad = −1.1 is a constant controlling the strength of the coupling between the entrainment and P̄ , Ci nt =748

−2.9 is an intercept, qLCLs is the specific humidity of an undilute parcel-ascent to the lifting condensation level (LCL)749

calculated in the convective diagnostics, which is normalised by a reference value q r efs = 20 g kg−1. Estimates of the750

range of tropical precipitation rates and associated entrainment rates (from observations and model data) were used751

to derive the values of Cgr ad and Ci nt . The scaling factor F is limited to the range 0.5–2.5 which requires the scaling752

to have a logarithmic dependence on P̄ because precipitation rates can vary over several orders of magnitude. The753

dependence on qLCLs reflects the strong control temperature has on precipitation rates. The Prog-ent scheme has754

been tested for several cases over tropical regions for a variety of tropical processes (Willett and Whitall, 2017), and755

its performance assessed in terms of mean climate and average NWP scores across the globe. The impact that the756

Prog-ent scheme has in simulations of extratropical cyclones is investigated here.757

A.2.2 | Evolving SST758

The SST-update experiment is designed to mimic a coupled NWP model that has evolving SST. The SST of the atmo-759

spheric model is updated at daily intervals in the forecast evolution. The sea-ice fraction is also updated each day760

as these fields both contribute to the surface fluxes we are trying to evolve. The SST are updated daily at 12 UTC761

using the OSTIA analysis (Donlon et al., 2012) produced by the Met Office for the corresponding date in the forecast762

evolution. The OSTIA analysis is a global SST and sea-ice fraction field at a resolution of 1/20◦ produced using several763
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different sources of both satellite data and in-situ measurements of SST and sea-ice fraction. The product is described764

fully in Donlon et al. (2012). Operational forecasts produced at the Met Office are initialised with the OSTIA analysis765

of that date and the fields are not updated during the forecast integrations.766

A.3 | GA7 parameterisations767

The parameterisations that aremodified to their GA7 versions in the experiments are nowdescribed: themicrophysics,768

large-scale cloud and boundary layer parameterisation schemes. These processes are likely to have an impact on769

cyclone and WCB development and hence will likely affect PV modification near the tropopause and have an impact770

on the downstream forecast flow pattern. The convection scheme is also likely to have an impact here, but we will771

use the Prog-ent convection scheme described above to elucidate the effects that a new convection scheme can have.772

Details of each of the schemes being modified are first given, followed by the specific GA7 changes that are made773

to the scheme from the GA6.1 control run (a full description of the MetUM GA6.0/6.1 configuration can be found in774

Walters et al. (2017) and of GA7.0/7.1 in Walters et al. (2019)). The GA ticket numbers (#GA) used in the GA7.0/7.1775

development and documentation are included here for reference.776

A.3.1 | Microphysics777

The microphysics (also known as the large-scale precipitation) scheme is responsible for the formation and evolution778

of precipitation due to grid scale processes, including phase changes between vapour, liquid water and ice and their779

vertical advection. The GA6.1 (control) scheme is an extensively modified version of the Wilson and Ballard (1999)780

scheme. The individual changes made to the microphysics scheme that constitute the GA7 upgrade are summarised781

below.782

• New sub-grid scale cloud water content variability treatment (#GA15): the standard deviation of cloud water783

content in a grid box (divided by its mean value) is now used to represent the sub-grid scale water content vari-784

ability effect on radiation in the microphysics scheme. This has been changed from a globally constant value to785

a more realistic one dependent on cloud fraction, vertical layer thickness and whether the cloud is convective or786

not.787

• Change to warm rain microphysics (#GA52): within the microphysics scheme the warm rain microphysics part788

has been nearly totally rewritten for GA7. The autoconversion and accretion parameterisations are changed and789

the evaporation and sedimentation code have been improved. The new scheme also explicitly represents how790

sub-grid variability affects microphysical process rates. Sub-grid rain fraction is now consistently set by either the791

fraction of autoconverting cloud or melting snow when rain is created.792

• Turbulent production of liquid water in mixed-phase clouds (#GA120): the parameterisation of liquid water pro-793

duction in mixed-phase clouds is changed to improve the production and maintenance of super-cooled liquid794

and mixed-phase clouds, which is a known problem across many models (Illingworth et al., 2007). A probability795

distribution of supersaturation is calculated and then the liquid-cloud properties are calculated as moments of796

this distribution. A lack of super-cooled liquid in cold clouds has been shown to contribute to model biases in, for797

example, surface radiative fluxes (Curry et al., 2000) and liquid water path (Klein et al., 2009).798

A.3.2 | Large-scale cloud799

Clouds form on scales smaller than the grid scale before the grid box average humidity reaches saturation. The large-800

scale cloud scheme is required to determine how much of the grid box is covered by cloud and how much condensed801

water is contained in those clouds. Within a grid box, the cloud scheme calculates the amount and phase of condensa-802

tion at each time step and calculates or updates the cloud fractions. The cloud scheme can create latent heat release803

when it converts water vapour into liquid or ice. The calculated cloud cover and ice water contents are passed to the804

radiation and microphysics schemes to calculate the radiative impact of the clouds and determine if any precipitation805

has formed. The prognostic cloud and prognostic condensate (PC2) scheme is used (Wilson et al., 2008b,a) in both806
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GA6 and GA7. Modifications to the GA6.1 scheme for the upgrade to GA7 are made as follows:807

• Representation of the radiative impact of convective cores (#GA44): for some convective cloud types, e.g. shal-808

low fair-weather cumulus, detrainment into the environment may be small but the radiative impact of the convec-809

tive core considerable and needs to be represented. The impacts of these clouds are included using a convective810

cloud model that includes the radiative effects of the convective cores. Previously it was assumed a convective811

plume rises and mixes with the environment and it is only once condensate has detrained from the plume that it812

will have a radiative effect.813

• New critical relative humidity value that is based on turbulence (#GA89): the critical relative humidity used to814

determine the initiation of cloud in grid boxes that are cloud free, but with increasing (in time) relative humidity,815

is changed from a constant global value for each model level to a value based on turbulence. This new value is816

also used for the removal of cloud from grid boxes that are full of cloud when relative humidity is decreasing.817

The value is calculated using the resolved vertical gradients in temperature and humidity as well as the sub-grid818

mixing length, eddy diffusivity and turbulent kinetic energy calculated from the boundary layer scheme.819

• Removal of unnecessary complexity when dealing with ice cloud (#GA98): the value of the cirrus spreading rate820

has been reduced from 1.0 × 10−3s−1 to 1.0 × 10−5s−1. The cirrus spreading rate acts to increase the frozen cloud821

fraction and was introduced into an earlier configuration of the MetUM to counteract an unrealistic reduction in822

mean ice cloud fraction.823

A.3.3 | Boundary layer824

The atmospheric boundary layer scheme parameterises vertical turbulent transports of heat, moisture and horizontal825

momentum. These turbulent motions are not resolved in global NWPmodels but are important for producing realistic826

vertical structure in wind and thermodynamic profiles. The scheme primarily handles the lowest layers in the MetUM,827

but does include a free-tropospheric component that can extend to model levels approaching the tropopause. The828

boundary layer scheme is based on Lock et al. (2000), with the modifications of Lock (2001) and Brown et al. (2008).829

Upgrades from the GA6 boundary layer parameterisation for GA7 are described below.830

• A boundary layer entrainment dependence on decoupling (#GA13): surface driven turbulence entrainment at831

cloud top is restricted when the cloud layer is decoupled from the surface so the parameter value diagnosing832

decoupling is increased in GA7 and a linear weighting is introduced to better match large eddy simulations. The833

boundary layer scheme includes the parameterisation of turbulent entrainment at the top of cloudy boundary834

layers. There are sources from both the cloud top (radiative and evaporative cooling) and the surface (positive835

buoyancy fluxes and wind shear).836

• Forced convective clouds and resolved mixing across the top of the boundary layer (#GA83): a new parame-837

terisation of the profile of cloud fraction for clouds forming in the capping inversion is implemented that varies838

linearly in height between the cloud base and cloud top. Forced convective clouds can form in undulations of the839

top of convective boundary layers when the capping inversion thickness is parameterised. These are too shallow840

to reach the level of free convection and become cumulus clouds. Previously, capping inversions at the top of841

convective boundary layers were assumed to be thin enough to be unresolved by the model so the entrainment842

flux across the boundary layer could be applied at one vertical level. As the model resolution increases this is no843

longer the case.844

• Retuned cloud threshold for diagnosing a shear dominated boundary layer (#GA162): the fraction of the cloud845

layer throughwhich theRichardson number is calculated to diagnose a shear-dominated boundary layer is changed846

from 0.3 to 0.4. This change was not scientifically formulated but instead is a tuning change implemented in GA7.847
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